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		Olivia Rodrigo has quickly become a household name, especially among the younger generation, thanks to her roles in Disney productions like “Bizaardvark” and “High School Musical: The Series.” She has grown to become a fan-favorite among young adults who love her music, her acting skills, and her outgoing attitude.




But one thing that has caught the attention of her fans is her height. With her hour-glass figure, fair skin, brown hair, and dark brown eyes, her charisma is undeniable. Sure, there are some secrets that her fans want to know.




If you are one of them, we are here to help you out. After doing some research online, we found some interesting information about this famous actress. Keep reading to learn more about Olivia.




Who is Olivia Rodrigo?




Olivia Rodrigo is a popular American singer, songwriter, and actress who made her major breakthrough in the year 2021 with her single “Drivers License”. She has since then gone on to make her mark in the entertainment industry with her incredible acting and singing skills. In addition to her many accomplishments, Olivia is also known for her stunning looks.




Early Life




Olivia Rodrigo was born in Temecula, California on February 20, 2003 to parents, Maribel and Rodney. She grew up with three siblings and was raised in an environment that was very supportive of her creative pursuits.




Rodrigo’s parents, Maribel and Rodney, have supported her creative pursuits from a young age. Growing up with three siblings, Olivia was raised in a family that encouraged her to pursue her dreams.




Her parents were the ones who originally encouraged her to pursue music and acting, and they have continued to be her biggest cheerleaders throughout her career. Olivia is grateful for her supportive background and has thanked her parents for helping her reach where she is today.




From an early age, Olivia was involved in singing, songwriting, and theatre and was accepted into acting school, where she developed her skills. She attended Orange County School of the Arts, where she majored in Drama and Music.




She then went on to attend The University of Southern California’s USC School of Dramatic Arts. Then, she graduated in 2020 with a degree in Theatre.








Career & Achievements




Olivia Rodrigo’s career began when she was casted in the Disney+ show “High School Musical: The Musical” for the role of Nini Salazar-Roberts. Since then, she has also starred in various television series such as “Bizaardvark”, “Bajillion Dollar Propertie$”, “Genius” and “American Housewife”. Aside from acting, Olivia has also released a single called “Drivers License” which became one of the most successful singles of 2021.




Rodrigo has achieved many accomplishments in the entertainment industry, both as an actor and a singer. Her impressive achievements include:




• Starring in multiple television series, such as “Bizaardvark”, “Bajillion Dollar Propertie$”, “Genius” and “American Housewife”.




• Releasing her own single, “Drivers License”, which became one of the most successful singles of 2021.




• Launching her own record label, Geffen Records, and releasing her debut album, SOUR, to much critical acclaim.




• Being nominated for various awards, including the Grammy Awards.




How Tall is Olivia Rodrigo?




Olivia Rodrigo is 5 feet 4 inches tall and weighs about 115 pounds. She is of Filipino descent and has a slender frame. She has dark brown eyes and dark brown hair that she often wears in a messy bun or ponytail. She tends to dress casually but still looks stylish. Her fashion sense often blends classic pieces with modern silhouettes. She often wears sneakers or boots for a cool and effortless look.




Olivia Rodrigo Net Worth




Rodrigo’s net worth is estimated to be around $4 million. She has earned her wealth through her roles in television, film, and music. She is the star of the Disney+ show “High School Musical: The Musical” and has released her own single “Drivers License”, which has been certified as a platinum single in the United States.




She has also launched her own record label, Geffen Records, and released her debut album, SOUR, to much critical acclaim. Additionally, she earns money from endorsements and sponsorships, as well as from performing live.








Personal Life of Olivia Rodrigo




The famous singer is currently single, but she has been romantically linked to her co-star Joshua Bassett. The two were seen together on multiple occasions and have been rumored to be dating. However, neither of them has made an official statement about their relationship.




In addition to her rumored relationship with Joshua Bassett, Olivia Rodrigo has also been linked to her “High School Musical: The Musical” co-star Matt Cornett. They were spotted together multiple times by the paparazzi.




Conclusion




Olivia is an inspiring artist and performer, who has achieved impressive success in a very short amount of time. Her success is a testament to her hard work, determination, and sheer talent. She has garnered critical acclaim and has been nominated for multiple awards in her young career.




Her fans can look forward to more exciting projects from her, both in acting and music. She is an inspiration to young people everywhere, and a reminder that with hard work and dedication, anything is possible.




FAQs




Q: How tall is Olivia Rodrigo?




Olivia Rodrigo is 5 feet 4 inches tall and weighs about 115 pounds.




Q: What is Olivia Rodrigo’s ethnic background?




Olivia Rodrigo is of Filipino descent. Both of her parents have a Filipino background.




Q: What is Olivia Rodrigo’s net worth?




Olivia Rodrigo’s net worth is estimated to be around $4 million. She has earned her wealth through her roles in television, film, and music. Plus, she also owns a record label called Geffen Records.




Q: What style does Olivia Rodrigo typically dress in?




Olivia Rodrigo often dresses casually but still looks stylish. Her fashion sense often blends classic pieces with modern silhouettes. She often wears sneakers or boots for a cool and effortless look.…
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		Projekt Melody is an internet sensation who has gained immense popularity through her online presence. Her identity is shrouded in mystery and she has been an enigma to both her followers and the public.




She initially rose to fame with her YouTube channel in 2019 and has since become successful in other mediums, particularly Twitch. Projekt Melody has amassed a large following on both YouTube and Twitch, with her overall net worth estimated to be around $700K.




Her success is attributed to her multiple income sources, such as Twitch, YouTube, and paid subscriptions. Through these platforms, Projekt Melody has been able to tap into her fan base and develop an identity that has resonated with her followers.




Projekt Melody Identity: An Overview




Projekt Melody’s identity is characterized by her vibrant, energetic, and often risqué persona. Her success has been attributed to her unique ability to create a direct connection with her followers. She often interacts with her followers on both Twitch and YouTube and she has even collaborated with other artists to create exclusive content for her fans.




This content includes gaming streams, cosplay, and even music videos. In addition to this, Projekt Melody also regularly shares her thoughts, feelings, and personal stories on her platforms. Her ability to share her life in a transparent and real way has made her an inspiration to her followers.




Projekt Melody Identity Reveal




Projekt Melody has been an enigma throughout her rise to fame, with her face being concealed from her followers. However, she recently revealed her identity to her followers in August 2020. This reveal was met with much enthusiasm and curiosity, and it allowed her followers to learn more about her.




The reveal was handled carefully and tastefully, with Projekt Melody revealing her face gradually throughout multiple streams. She mentioned that she wanted to reveal her identity in her own unique way and did not want to rely on the shock factor to get views.




This was well received by fans, who felt they were part of the reveal and got to know her better when she finally showed her face.








Projekt Melody Career & Achivements




Projekt Melody’s career has seen her rise to fame within the gaming and cosplay community. She has appeared at major events such as TwitchCon and StreamCon and has even collaborated with other top content creators such as Ninja, DrLupo, and Pokimane. She has also been featured in articles on major websites such as Kotaku and Polygon.




In addition to her success in the gaming and cosplay world, Projekt Melody has also achieved success in the music world. She has released two EPs, titled ‘Projekt Melody’ and ‘Neon Rush’, and has released several music videos for her singles. Her most successful single, ‘Neon Rush’, peaked at #2 on the iTunes Dance Charts in the United States.




Projekt Melody has also achieved success on Twitch and YouTube. She currently has over 1 million subscribers across her streaming and YouTube channels, and her videos regularly garner millions of views. She also has a strong presence on other social media platforms, including Twitter and Instagram, where she has over 300,000 followers combined.




Overall, Projekt Melody’s career has been incredibly successful, and she has become a true inspiration to her fans. She continues to provide engaging and entertaining content to her followers, and she will undoubtedly continue to reach new heights as she continues to grow her career.




Net Worth of Projekt Melody




Projekt Melody’s net worth is estimated to be around $2 million, thanks to her successful career in the gaming and cosplay community as well as her success in the music world. She makes money from streaming on Twitch, YouTube, and other social media platforms, as well as from her music releases and collaborations with other content creators.




Youtube – Projekt Melody is one of the most successful YouTube personalities in the world, and her videos regularly garner millions of views. This has enabled her to earn a significant amount of money from her YouTube channel.




She is estimated to earn around $50,000 per month from her YouTube videos, with her most successful videos earning several thousand dollars each. She also earns money from her collaborations with other content creators, as well as from advertisements on her videos. In total, Projekt Melody has earned an estimated $8 million from her YouTube channel over the years.




Twitch – Projekt Melody is one of the most successful streamers on Twitch, and her streams regularly garner thousands of viewers. She is estimated to earn around $50,000 per month from her Twitch streams. She also earns money from advertisements on her streams, subscriptions, donations, and sponsorships. In total, Projekt Melody has earned an estimated $1.5 million from her Twitch channel over the years.




Conclusion




Projekt Melody has earned a net worth of approximately $2 million over the years. She has earned a significant amount of money from her YouTube and Twitch channels, as well as from her music releases and collaborations with other content creators. She is an inspiration to many, and her success is a testament to the hard work and dedication she puts into her craft.




FAQs




Q: How successful is Projekt Melody?




Projekt Melody is one of the most successful YouTube personalities and streamers in the world, with her videos regularly garnering millions of views and her streams regularly garnering thousands of vieis estimated to earn around $50,000 per month from her YouTube and Twitch channels.




Q: What is Projekt Melody’s net worth?




Projekt Melody has earned an estimated net worth of approximately $2 million over the years. She has earned this money from her YouTube and Twitch channels, as well as from her music releases and collaborations with other content creators.




Q: How does Projekt Melody make money?




Projekt Melody makes money from her YouTube and Twitch channels, as well as from advertisements on her videos and streams, subscriptions, donations, and sponsorships. She also earns money from her music releases and collaborations with other content creators.…
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		Instagram Story is one of the most popular features on Instagram. It allows users to share photos and videos in a slideshow format that disappears after 24 hours. The feature was launched in August 2016, and has since been used by millions of people around the world.

Instagram Story was created in order to compete with Snapchat, which had become very popular at the time. Instagram wanted to offer a similar service that would be integrated into its existing app. The team behind Instagram Story worked hard to make sure that it was simple and easy to use, while also offering some unique features that would set it apart from Snapchat.



One of the key features of Instagram Story is that it is viewable by anyone who follows you on Instagram. This means that you can reach a large audience with your story, and that people who are not already following you can still see your content.

What Is Stories IG?

Created by a team of developers, StoriesIG is an online tool that allows users to anonymously view anyone’s Instagram stories and highlights. It’s 100% free to use and doesn’t require any login or sign up.

Why Use Stories IG?

There are plenty of reasons why you might want to use StoriesIG. Maybe you’re curious about someone’s private life and don’t want them to know you’re watching. Perhaps you want to see what a celebrity or influencer is up to without having to follow them. Or maybe you’re just nosy!

Whatever your reason, StoriesIG offers a convenient and easy way to view someone’s Instagram stories without them ever knowing.

How Does Stories IG Work?

StoriesIG is incredibly simple to use. Just head to the website and enter the Instagram username of the person whose stories you want to view. hit ‘enter’, and you’ll be taken to their story feed.

From here, you can scroll through and watch all of their latest stories, just as if you were following them on Instagram yourself. You can also view their highlights by clicking on the ‘highlights’ tab.

It really is that easy!

Is StoriesIG Safe?

Absolutely! StoriesIG is a completely safe and secure way to view someone’s Instagram stories anonymously. The team behind the tool takes data security very seriously, so you can rest assured that your information is always safe.

Better Alternatives of StoriesIG:

InstaSaveBiz

If you’re looking for an alternative to StoriesIG, then you might want to check out InstaSave.Biz. This tool offers similar functionality, allowing you to anonymously view anyone’s Instagram stories and highlights.

Like StoriesIG, InstaSave is 100% free to use and doesn’t require any login or sign up. It’s also safe and secure, so you can rest assured that your information is always safe.

If you’re looking for a way to anonymously view someone’s Instagram stories, then InstaSave is a great option. It’s free to use, easy to use, and completely safe and secure. Give it a try today!

Inflact

Inflact is another great alternative to StoriesIG. It offers a similar service, allowing you to anonymously view anyone’s Instagram stories and highlights.

Like StoriesIG, Inflact is 100% free to use and doesn’t require any login or sign up. It’s also safe and secure, so you can rest assured that your information is always safe.

Final Thoughts

There are plenty of reasons why you might want to use a tool like StoriesIG. Whether you’re curious about someone’s private life or just nosy, it offers a convenient and easy way to view someone’s Instagram stories without them ever knowing. Best of all, it’s completely free to use! So what are you waiting for? Try it out today!

 …
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		When it comes to house parties, we always have fun. What could be the best way to enjoy an evening with your friends than having a small house party? Well, the party is not always about drinks and dancing. You can add a lot of charm to the same by introducing some fun activities. Be it the dodgeball in the pool, fireplace chatter or even the barbecue, you can do anything to add another fun element to the parties. In the modern world, there are many great tech gadgets that will make your parties funnier and enjoyable.

There are many ways to make your parties interesting, and that’s with the help of electronic gadgets. If you are bored of the minimalistic parties and want to do something lavish, then you are at the right place. In this post, we are going to share detailed information on the best tech gadgets to have at a party. All you have to do is to check the list and choose the best one to make your parties interesting and enjoyable.



Best Tech Gadgets for the Parties 

#1 – Movie Projectors 

When you are tired of dancing and drinking, you need something to relax. When you are with your friends or loved ones, watching movies is the best thing to pass the time. When you have a lot of friends in the house, the small TV is not a good idea to watch the movies. For such occasions, you should always use movie projectors.

The movie projectors are pretty convenient to project the images and videos to the bigger screens. Mostly, you’ll have to project the movies on the canvas or the white wall. It’s a pretty excellent choice if you have the surround sound system, as it will provide you with a theatre-like movie-watching experience. There are professional projectors for in-house parties and pocket projectors for outdoor parties.

#2 – Speakers 

Music is an integral part of any party. Parties that are without music are known as the meetings. Well, you will have to have the party speakers as they play an important part. At the parties, music has to be played all the time and too on high volume. What’s better than getting the best party speaker that you can find in the market? Well, there are a lot of great wired and wireless speakers in the market that are suitable for indoor and outdoor parties. If you have the surround sound system, then it’ll be an excellent option for blasting the music. For normal people, having high-end speakers is enough for indoor parties. If you are camping in the mountains, jungles or having poolside parties, then you might have to opt for the Wireless Bluetooth speakers, as they are pretty convenient to carry around.

#3 – Disco Lights 

Do you want to feel like dancing in the disco? Well, the Disco Lights will help you with the same. They will emit rainbow lights all over your room, making it look fantastic. This is very similar to the disco light effect in the bars and pubs. The disco lights come in two types. The one is in the regular LED bulb style, which you can attach to the wall socket. The other one is the standalone light, which you have to keep on the high surface to make it emit the light and make everything shine in the disco effect. Both of them are suitable for your small house parties. These are optional, and you can have un parties without the disco lights if you are doing them outdoors.

#4 – Iceless Drinks Chiller 

When you have the drinks at the party, you need a lot of ice. Keeping a lot of ice in the refrigerator is not easy, so you buy the bags of ice from the departmental stores. The only thing bad with the ice for chilling the drinks is that it takes a lot of time and also dilutes the taste. To help you with the chilling of the drinks, you should buy the iceless drinks chiller. The iceless chiller is the gadget, which will help you chill the drinks bottles within a few minutes. With such chillers, you don’t have to worry about the ice and long waiting hours. All you have to do is to insert the bottle, turn ON the chiller, and it will do the job in merely a few minutes. The iceless drinks chiller is a great party gadget, which will help you serve chilled drinks to all the invitees anytime they want. It’s not suitable for outdoor parties, as it requires an electrical connection.

Final Words 

Parties are great to relax with your friends and even the foes. The music, the drinks and the company of your loved ones will help you to relax from the busy schedule and enjoy life. In this post, we tried our best to share a few tech gadgets that will help you enhance the party mood by adding a bit of fun and convenience to the same. All you have to do is to order these useful gadgets to make your parties more lavish and interesting.…
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		Faxing any document through a printer is one of the easy jobs you’ll ever do because there are only three steps required to do this easy task. Firstly, you need to take out the paper or the document you want to FAX, and then you need to enter the recipient’s number and then press the send button, which is present over to the printer’s front facade. Now, after doing that, the receiver will automatically receive a fax paper. If you are willing to buy a fax machine or a printer, including fax compatibility, here are some of the printers you might want to look.

HP Ink Tank Printer Pro



HP LaserJet printers are famous for their affordability and their multifunctional processor. This printer comes in with an operating speed of 26 paper per minute and has the A4 size paper’s compatibility. It also comes in with the fastest output speed and has a rate of around 8 seconds for the first page. It has a 600 megahertz processor and has an inbuilt memory of 256 MB. The device also comes with a duty cycle processor and can print over 15000 pages per month. It has a flatbed scanner that can help you fax your items and also scan your items. The device also comes in with a duplex printing service, which is helpful for various functionalities.

It comes in with Wi-Fi support, which means you don’t need to connect any wire, and you can click print, and it will directly print through a wireless network. When it comes to the designing section, it is a decent looking printer and comes in with an LED display that has touch functionalities. The device comes in with a matte finish and has a glossy touch to it. It also comes in with a high-quality paper rim holder and has a detachable screen. Overall it is a decent purchase when it comes to a printer that supports fax functionalities.

Brother IntelliFAX



This printer has the functionality of faxing documents. This device has a high-quality lithium-ion battery and can work with a two-screen display. It also has a 4 watt of battery energy content and comes in with six lithium-ion cells. It is a high power product and can print accordingly. This device’s design is attractive, and it comes in with a giant LED panel over its front facade with various dialogue and a phone receiver.

It also has an option to copy me and printed it into different kinds of files. This printer has direct connectivity with high power lithium-ion cells and can produce fast prints or fax. Overall it is a decent device which as a monochromatic printer. You have to make sure that this device does not print any color pages, so you have to be sure before buying it.

Make sure that this printer has a featured design for faxing, and you can print in it too, but not as efficiently due to lack of features.…
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		Bicycle is one of the most sold vehicles in the world right now. Everyone starts their journey of life by riding it. The bike is written by people of every age, even their kid or even at their 90s. Bicycles are comforting to make your journey with your human power, helping you stay fit. Riding a bike can be more fun if it is comfortable as well. One of the necessary elements in a bicycle is a saddle, which helps you go ahead with a solace journey. Do check best bike bells.



Here are some methods to choose the right bicycle saddle

Firstly let us tell you why a right settle is needed for a bicycle. When you ride your bicycle, all the pressure and reverse pressure goes onto your butt. If you ride a bike for a long time without a proper saddle, it will hurt your butt or bones and muscles over to your inner thighs. There are some easy steps to choose the right Saddle for you.

Saddle are of different types and depend upon your riding position and the bicycle you’re riding.



A Cruiser bicycle saddle is one of the most used bicycle saddles used if you are uptight or upright. These bicycle saddles are perfect for cruiser type of cycles, or you can say road bicycle. Various day to day life bicycles have these kinds of seats.

Regular riding saddle is made for daily purpose bicycles or a bike made for day to day tasks. It provides the maximum amount of comfort while comparing to others, and they are cheaper than others. They provide us with proper support for bones. This bicycle saddle comes in various designs and types, and they depend upon the price and the kind of cycle you are riding.

Finally, narrow racing bicycle saddles are used for racing bicycles, and these bicycle saddles have a design for a riding position. This bicycle settles provide aerodynamic design and enables us to be in a position for more time because of their parametric design. These bicycle saddles are specially made for racing, and fewer people use the dam for daily purposes.

Now, if you are all done with what kind of bicycle saddle you will get, you need to understand the anatomy of a settle. Choose a proper one depending on your bicycle or the location you are going to ride it in. There are various things in a saddle, such as padding, material, shell, and grooves.

These elements combinedly make a bicycle saddle. There are free engineered saddles available for your kind. A big nose on the front can be comforting for various people. There are four kinds of materials used in a harness, and these materials also depend upon the location because if you are living in a sunny area, these might fade up or even be torn down. One of the most used padding and material foams for bicycle saddle is polyurethane, which makes the seats soft, and provides comfort.…
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		Reebok 710 Treadmill



This treadmill comes with long-lasting performance and has a high power motor with 22 built-in workout plans. Reebok is famous for its premium designs and fitness merchandise. Running on treadmill daily can have a huge impact on your weight loss. Adding Lean Belly Juice can have a compounded effect on your weight loss.

Reebok treadmill is also famous due to their materialistic design and brand tag. They do not stand out in terms of design because you can get a better-looking treadmill at a lesser price, but they offer various sensors and product quality. You also get a heart rate sensor with Reebok 710 treadmill. You also get 22 workout programs customized according to your use, and you can also download I-fit modules on your treadmill daily. You can get various memberships with companies, and you can also get plugins for your treadmill.

The design is easier to install and comes with an I-fit option. one of the unique features this treadmill offers is a Google map route tracker. When you enable that option and set the proper path, that treadmill will automatically run for the amount of time the length will take. This feature is one of the best as you can also connect it with your Facebook friends and go on a race online.

The device also features a 2.75 high power motor that is the fastest motor you can get. It also comes with a zigzag cushion on the foot sole and an inclination of 12%. This treadmill also features a 6-inch display, which is a standout option. The device is foldable, and it also has a capacity of 325 pounds, which is decent.

Reebok Competitor RT 8.0



Reebok’s competitive series is a high-quality machine that is also one of the most costly treadmills out there.

The machine comes with high-quality performance and is focused on weight loss. The device features a 3.0 CHP motor. It also comes with a can I-fit option that is one of the unique features that Reebok treadmills offer. The device is unique as compared to others due to its high-quality design and compact features.

It comes with a value of 1300 dollars, which is a high costing machine. It also comes with 28 built-in programs, which are designed by various trainers and celebrity trainers as well. It has a wireless feature, and you can also connect with subscriptions charged over a month. This treadmill comes with live tracking technology, which makes it a social design.

You can connect it with your Facebook and I-fit friends with this device and go on a race or a walk. The device also comes with an inclination of 12%. It has sturdy panels over to its left and right panels. It comes with a Reebok RP motor that has a 3.3 CHP quiet motor. It also comes with a 2.5-inch roller, which is installed to increase durability. It has an MP3 player which you can connect with your Spotify and Apple Music accounts.

This device also features a Bluetooth option for your wireless headsets. It has a 2.0 intermix acoustic, which is a high-quality music compartment. It comes with a display of 10 inches, which is a decent display when it comes to a treadmill. It also comes with shock assistant technology and weighs around 350 pounds.…
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		Agra is an Indian state in Uttar Pradesh India. It is 260 km near Indian capital Delhi and is famous for its monuments and appearances, including wonders of the world Taj Mahal.

Taj Mahal has a municipal corporation and comes under Agra municipal corporation and is elevated at 171 meters it is a polluted city and has a population of 1585704. It comes with a literacy rate of 73.11%.

Most of the people in Agra are the Hindu. The others are Muslims. It is a metropolitan city from the medieval era and was claimed by raja.

Tajmahal shows a sign of the Mughal era, and later on, it was also known as the UNESCO world heritage site due to Agra fort. You can visit Agra by air rail or even bus. Delhi Agra highway or Yamuna expressway is one of the famous in a ring road in India.

Taj Mahal is an Indian monument commissioned by Mughal emperor Shah Jahan for his wife, Mumtaz Mahal. Taj Mahal is made up of ivory-white marble in Southern Bank of Yamuna in the Indian city Agra.



It is built on an area of 17 actors and has a height of 73 meters. The Taj Mahal was built in 1632. architect of Taj Mahal ustad Ahmad Lahori is also famous for combining Mughal and Persian architecture techniques. Taj Mahal has 7 to 8 million visitors a year and is now under the government of India.

The Taj Mahal construction was a big mess, and it took around 20,000 laborers and employees of Ustad Ahmad Lahori. Taj Mahal is also declared the winner of the new seven wonders of the world. It is said that the Taj Mahal was meant to show the love To Mumtaz Mahal, his wife.

In the architectural sector, the Taj Mahal has a Persian and earlier Mughal style toward it also has char bagh gardens. It is based on the best architecture, which has Persian architecture. It has a large entrance, which has an arch-shaped doorway. Tajmahal has a base of the multi cube with chamfered corners, which has the tomb of Mumtaz Mahal. Taj Mahal is famous for its arts like designs and the Arabic calligraphy at the grave.

The Dome in Taj Mahal is nearly 35 meters high and has 7 meters in length. On the interior side, the Taj Mahal has free calligraphy and antisense. It has various carvings as well. Tajmahal has four minarets at the exterior portion and has a detail of plant texture at the wall. It also has a Tamga, which shows the Mughal empire and has reflective tiles and marble jali lattice uses.

Like Taj Mahal-the, the Taj Mahal garden is also famous for setting and roaming around as it is 300 M large and can attract a lot of teens. They have a char bagh and has a different type of flora and fauna itself.

BEST HOTELS NEAR TAJ MAHAL

ITC MAURYA



ITC Maurya is a luxury 14 factor spread 5-star hotel by the ITC group. They have elegant rooms with premium finish furniture and interiors. They have paid Wi-Fi and free parking for everyone staying there, and they do have an outdoor pool and laundry services. They have many rooms, including their five types of different categories, and have lavish decor and room service 24 by 7. ITC Maurya is a luxury hotel that you can get a room under 4000 rupees.

Radisson Hotel Agra



Radisson is a franchise brand for hotels. They offer a premium range of staying and five stars. They also have a fitness center with a pool, and it also comes with jacuzzi installed in it. Their rooms are decent, have almost every facility. It is only 3 kilometers far from the Taj Mahal and ate kilometers from the tomb. It has a pool spa and free Wi-Fi and parking.

Best time to visit TAJ MAHAL

October to March: October to March is the best time to visit Agra as it is autumn and winter together by this time the heat is pleasant and would not hurt your skin. At this time, you will be able to correctly see the Taj Mahal due to no fog and higher visibility. You can easily have lunch or dinner at a rooftop restaurant as the heat will be less, and the weather will be pleasant.

August to October: August to October is a pleasant time as it is the beginning of monsoon you will witness Ara rain but who doesn’t like rain right. It will be ordered for you to move around the city as there will be less Rikshawala and Autowala running around.

April to July: April to July is not a great time to visit the Taj Mahal due to intense heat, but it is the busiest time that Tajmahal has it will require you to carry a wool clothes sunglasses, sunscreen, water bottle for sure.…
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		Good health is essential as it ensures happy and long life. Good health reflects a good quality of life. Therefore, we should take proper care of our health. For that, we must have adequate health check-ups. Here are the top 5 hospitals you can prefer for the appropriate treatment and facilities in Gurgaon –

Artemis Hospital, Sector 51, Gurgaon, Haryana 122001



It is a multi-specialty hospital located in Gurgaon. The hospital has JCI and NABH Accreditations. In a short period, it has gained global recognition. It has 380 treatment beds and a globally recognized team of doctors and surgeons. It also provides Travel arrangements, Hotel bookings, and Visa assistance for international patients. It has won the titles like “Most Promising Start-up of the year 2007”, “Best IT Implementation Award,” “Best institute for Medical Value Award,” “Asia Pacific Hand Hygiene Excellence.”

Columbia Asia Hospital, Block F, Gol Chakkar, Near Ansal Plaza Mall, Palam Vihar, Gurugram, Haryana 122017



It is one of the top-notch healthcare centers in Gurgaon, and it is a multi-specialty hospital that provides top-class facilities and treatment to its patients. It gives incredible treatment in different fields like – Cardiology, Urology, Gastroenterology, Orthopedics, etc. It has a hi-tech infrastructure and ranks amongst the best super specialty treatments in Gurgaon. It has 90 beds and a highly qualified team of Doctors, Surgeons, Paramedical Staff, etc.

Fortis Memorial Research Institute, Sector – 44, Opposite HUDA City Centre Metro Station, Gurgaon, Haryana 122002



It is ranked among the top multi-specialty hospitals in Delhi/NCR region, and it comprises the latest hi-tech medical services following quality standards. It offers the best healthcare services and facilities to its patients. It is an ISO certified hospital with 45 healthcare facilities. In total, it has 10,000 technologically equipped treatment beds and 330 diagnostic centers. It has a globally recognized team of doctors and surgeons that can provide the best treatment to its patients.

Medanta – The Medicity, Ch Baktawar Singh Road, Near Olympus, Islampur Colony, Sector 38, Gurgaon 122001



Medanta is a multi-specialty hospital in Gurgaon. It provides world-class treatment with the hi-tech facilities they offer. Its main aim is to treat patients with care, compassion, and commitment. It has a globally recognized team of doctors and surgeons that can provide the best treatment to its patients. It has 1250 treatment beds, 350 ICU beds, and 45 fully equipped Operation theaters.

Paras Hospital, C1, Sushant Lok, Phase 1, Sector 43, Gurgaon 122002



It is a multi-specialty hospital providing advanced medical and surgical facilities. Its main aim is to provide comprehensive, accessible, and affordable, world-class healthcare services to its patients. They provide world-class facilities in different fields like – Cardiac sciences, Gynecology, Ophthalmology, Dermatology, Plastic Surgery, etc. It has 250 treatment beds and 65 ICU’s. It is the first hospital in Delhi/NCR to have a standalone image-guided brain tumor navigation system.

The services which we can expect from a good hospital are –

Safety 

	There should be enough staff with proper skills for emergencies.
	A proper check on the Patient’s health should be there.
	There should be a proper record of your health (progress report).
	The hospital should have proper planning for emergencies like earthquakes and fire weddings.
	The hospital should be clean and infection-free.


Effective

	Staff should have the right knowledge and qualifications.
	Staff should have a progress report of the Patient’s health that can help them take proper care of their health.
	Teams should coordinate well, to provide proper facilities to the Patient.


Caring

	Patients should be treated with kindness, dignity, and respect.
	You should have a proper report about your treatment and health conditions.
	Staff should take proper care of your mental and physical health.


Responsive

	The staff should take care of your necessary personal needs.
	The appointment system should be easy-to-follow.
	There should be no extended, waiting timings, delays, and cancellations.
	It should be easy to raise the voice in case of inconvenience and concern, followed by a quick response from authorities.


Well-led

	Hospital staff should provide safe and high-quality care.
	Hospital functioning should be transparent.
	It should ask for feedback and views about their services.


These were the top Hospitals you can prefer for incredible facilities and proper treatment. All Hospitals are the same, but their staff brings the difference in the quality of treatment you will get.…
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		Here is the list of Celeb Contestants

VJ Andy

VJ andy, also known as Andy Kumar, is a famous TV personality who gained popularity by a big show named big boss. He’s a video jockey working for channel v and hosted shows such as dare to date.

He was born in the United kingdom but then later shifted to Mumbai, India. Andy Kumar is famous and also titled as beauty and the geek. Yes, he has done many shows, including Jhalak Dikhlaja. I can do that and Bigg boss 7. Andy is a member of the LGBT community.

Shibani Dandekar



Shibani Dandekar is an Indian singer born on 27 August 1980. She is an actress, singer, and model. In her past life, she used to host American shows, and later she moved to India and tried her career in Hindi television. She is also famous for ko hosting the 2019 ICC cricket world cup. She was born in a Maharashtrian family.

Shiva and anchored shows for rolls Royce puma, Mercedes, Toyota, MTV Coke Studio, Nivea, Nike, and even the Sony launch of Tribute to Michael Jackson. She has also won many awards for her modeling career.

She was also nominated 53rd Grammy awards as a lead up for individual nominees. She has been working in various Bollywood films, including Naam Shabana, sultan, Roy, and Bhavesh Joshi.

Rithvik Dhanjani

Rithvik Dhanjani is an Indian television actor and his famous for his character in Pavitra Rishta. He is also known as the host of many reality shows, including Nach Baliye and India’s Best Dramebaaz. Rithvik Dhanjani also won a stunt-based show called “I can do that.”

He was born in Madhya Pradesh, and then soon move to Dubai, where he studied film and acting. He also when to London college and learn about hosting and modeling. He is famous for his debut rolls, and some acclaimed Indian television series and movies as well.

Ritwik has also been a part of triple XXX, a series from ALT Balaji. Rithvik Dhanjani has also won many awards for his acting career and is a well-known personality in Indian cinema.

Ranveer Brar



Ranveer Brar Indian celebrity chef famous for hosting many shows, including runways cafe, and thank God it’s Friday. He is also an Indian MasterChef charge and is a fellow chef to Vineet Bhatia and Vikas Khanna.

He went to IHM Lucknow, and he also mentioned that he was inspired to join hotel management by kabab vendors. He also studied in Boston, Massachusetts, and was a part of Italian and American restaurants in Delhi. He is also famous for his association with the Royal Caribbean international with is a cruise lining where he works as a lead chef. He has won many awards and is an ambassador to many products related to food.

Bharti Singh

Bharti Singh as an Indian comic and celebrity famous for her stand up comic and her role in shows such as comedy night with Kapil. She is also known for hosting and participating in shows such as fear factor, Nach Baliye, and Jhalak Dikhlaja.

The Host- Farhan Akhtar



Farhan Akhtar is an Indian film actor famous for his role in Indian movies such as Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara and Bhag Milkha Bhag. He is a son of Javed Akhtar and is related to Shabana Dandekar as they are going to get married soon. Farhan Akhtar is famous for his poetry and songwriting and what is a frame from a movie called the rock on. He has done great work in such films and has won national awards many times for his Hindi film.

He is also hosting an American show I can do it in India.…
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